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ABSTRACT
A career ladder tor teachert has been used in Great
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the United Kingdom. The study ,was designed to gather information for
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teachers across the United'States. Four questions provided the
primary focus for the study: (1) HOw are the British career ladders
organized? (2) Do career ladders improve teacher performance directly
by providing incentives or indirectly by placing gird teachers in
leadership roles? (3) How does the presence of a career ladder for
teachers affect work relationships among teachers and between
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teacher work force by affecting occupational and career decisions of
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-

.' A

Career ladders for teachers have become an important professional
and public policy issue across the. United States. Many states are noW
considering or have enacted career ladder legislation. The United States
Department of Education is encouraging career ladder experimentation
and the Secretary of Educationhas funded a number of projects to test
the feasibility of various career ladder plans.

A career ladder for teachers has been used in Great Britain for
over 40 years. The ladder' contains five rungs or steps. Teacherg progress
up the ladder by' competitive promotion. Each school in Britain has
a limited number of pdSitions at each ladder level. As these positions
fall vacant they are nationally advertised and teachers who wish to
compete for a promotion apply. Five applicants are selected as finalists
and interviewed by the principal and boarld of governors. The successful
applicant is awarded the post by the board of governors. If the new
position is at a' higher ladder step, the successful teacher candidate
has won a promotion.

Teachers in career ladder positions have additional responsibilities
in British schools. Usually these are instructional or curricular leadership
responsibi],ities, but in some cases they may be administrative. The

higher the ladder step of the position, the more extensive the xespon-
sibilities. The specification. of responsibilities for career ladder
positions' is left to schools.

A team of eleven Utah educators and policy makers interviewed'over
one hundred British teachers, school administrators, government officials,

professors, and association leaders about the career ladder in June,

1984. The following conclusions have emerged from this study of the
British career ladder:

1. Schools in Great Britain have considerable autonomy and vary greatly
in the way provisions of the career ladder are implemented. British
schools can, and do use career ladder positions differently, and
this leads to variability. in the distribution of responsibilities
among schools. Commitment shown toward the ladder by teachers seems
affected by the way positions are used.

2. The differentiated staffing arrangement employed in Britain is,

a ladder that emphasizes growth and career development: Promotions

are relatively permanent, are awarded on the basis of demonstrated
ability, and represent a new leadership challenge.

3. The British career ladder, contains powerful incentives for teachers.
Teachers plan their careers around the possibility for promotion
and prepare for responsibilities that are commonly associated with
higher level posts.



4. The career ladder. system: in Britain encourages teacher mobility. The
national advertisement of and open competition for scale post vacancies,
national salary schedule 'and desire for rapid promotion all increase
teacher mobility.

5. The career ladder cultivates instructional leadership and develops
commitment to school improvement. Teachers learn instructional
leadership by taking increasing and varied responsibility as the
move through 'scale posts. The sharing of leadership responsibilities
brought about by the ladder increases program ownership and concern
for instructional quality.

6. The career ladder allows leadership responsibilities to be divided
and perhaps done more completely and efficiently. Because they
shared leadership tasks with teachers in career ladder positions,
principals had time to be instructional leaders and teachers.

7. Each school can tailor career ladder posts to school program needs
and recruit staff according to those needs. Schools can Vine
positions and work to recruit and select staff who will strengthen
the faculty and lead to school tmprpvement.

8. The British 'formula for distributing career ladder posts provides
fewer career opportunities for teachers in elementary schools. Career
ladder positions are allocated to schools on the basis of an age/size
weighted. formula. Smaller schools with younger students have fewer
career ladder positions and elementary teachers have fewer promdtion
opportunities.

9. Teacher performance is not systematically evaluated in British
schools. Many teachers, union leaders, administrators and government
officials believe that a more regular, objective system of teacher
assessment is need in Britain.

10. Outstanding teachers who are unwilling to assume additional responsibil-

ities or whoare unable to control mobility do not benefit directly
from the British career ladder system. Teachers who are content
to be good classroom teachers and who do not seek additional responl
sib'ilities will not be' promoted in British schools; those: who

are unable pursue posts in other locations have reduced' promotion
opportunities.

It appears that a career laddef of the type used in Britain can
have a positive impact-on teaching. quality. A pattern of differentiated
positions has been successful in proViding career opportunities to teachers
in Britain, and probably has contributed in significant ways to' the
improvement of education in that country. There are many' advantages
to a,career ladder program with differeptiated responsibilities in American

schools.

1. Teachers with proven ability can be placed 0 leadership posi-
tions. These teachers can be.models and mentors to younger

ii
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teachers and can promote better teaching in general. They can be-a
significant force in developing good, workable curriculum that will
enhance student learning.

2. The career ladder can be an effective leadership development
device. Not only will there be a significant cadre of teachers
in leadership 'positions in each school, but principals and
assistant principals will be, better prepared for their roles
through experiencesftthey will have received movintg up the
career ladder before becoming administrators.

3. Because leadership functions are more qidely shared in the
school, more teachers have a stake in school performance.
More people are directly involved in school improvement activities:

4. There is opportunity and incentive for teachers to grow, to

develop new skills, to accept new challenges. Although. the
career ladder is not a cure-all for teacher burnout, it certainly
can reduce it.

5., To the extent that the career ladder can make teaching a more
challenging and rewarding occupation, it can become a powerful
incentive to attract and retain qualified people in the profession.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

:.Career ladders for teachers have become an important professional
and k

ipublic policy issue across the United States. Many states are now
'considering or'have enacted career ladder legislation. The United States

Department of Education is encouraging career ladder experimentation
and the Secretary of Education has funded a number of projects to 'test
the feasibility of various career ladder plans.

Though relatively old' in concept, the :areer.ladder idea has not
been used much in public schools. Interest in it now can be traced to
national,and state commission reports ..and the 'reform proposals which
grow out of them. Although the National Commission on Excellence in
Eduq,a\tion recognized the career ladder concept in A Nation at Risk,
the. Commission made no specific recommendations for implementing career
ladde0. It remained for state reform commissions to seize the idea
'and mafiy have now fedtured career ladders in their reform "proposals.

Career ladders have gained popularity for a vai,iety of reasons.
First, they are consistent with the belief that people sffould.gain respon-
sibility, status, and pay as-they mature and acquire work skills. Organ-

izational sociologists and psychologists have argued forsame time that
individuals need to have new job challenges periodically in order to
retain their vigor in. the work place.

Second; career ladders represent an alternative to merit pay systems
'within the general reform framework. Most educational reformers advocate
abandoning the single salary schedule which provides salary increases
only on the basis of seniority and additional training and propose using
salary systems that reflect mote closely the value o; the individual
to the organization and the reality of the. market place. Yet merit
pay, another alternative for rewarding people of basis of-perfOrmance,
has been opposed by teacher organizations and and same find the.9Feer
ladders more to their liking.

Third, although they are not merit pay systems as one finds in

industry, career ladders can reflect merit. They allow scIool systems
to identify and reward, by ladder promotion, competent teacherS.

Interestingly, career ladders are not being advocated because of
y research findings or successful experience. Because career.ladders are
so new in their application,there is no current experience in the United
States from which to gather research data about their effects. Nearly
all of the literature to date is either extrapolated from other work
settings or speculation in to of of anticipated outcomes of career ladders.

Despite the paucity of career (adder research opportunities in the United
States there are career ladders that have been in effect for sometime
in other countrieS. An example is in the British, school system where
they have used .a career ladder for more'. than forty years. In that British

1
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schools are similar to schools in the United States in many important
ways, the career ladder in Britain 'is a "natural experiment" that can
be studied to determine the effects of career ladders.'

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the historical develop-
.ment, .structure, and consequencea on.teacher behavior of the career
ladder system as used in the United Kingdom. In that the career ladder
is a public policy issue, this study was designed to gather information
for policy makers, particularly those policy makers who are consid- g

and designing career ladders for teachers, and, those who will eciding
the fate of dareer ladder programs in legislatures acr the United
States. -0 .

This study was designe0 to answer policy estions. Four questions
provided the primary focus for the study:

.

1. How are the British caree ers organized?

2. Do career' ladders m ove teacher performance directly by
providing incentiv6sor indirectly by placing good teachers
in leadership roles?

3. How does the presence of a career ladder for teallers affect
work relationships among teachers- and between teachers and.
administrators?

. Do career ladders improve the teacher work force by affecting
occupational choices.and career decisions of people considering,
teaching or currently teaching?

METHODOEOGY

There a a number of stakeholders in teacher career ladders: school
boards, administrators, teachers, elected officials. In this study
we sought to harness these groups to design the research, to increase
the trustworthiness of findings, and to gain greater dissemination of
findings. The approach used in this study was to gather together a team
of individuals who represented 'the primary groups with interests in
career ladders. This-team would examine the career ladder "natural exper-
iment" in Britain and, using the filters which came from experiences
in their various jobs, try to make sense 'out of it. Eleven persons
from the State of Utah were seledted to journey' to Great Britain to
examine career ladders and determine the impact ,of these ladders on

the operation of schools and sch is systems. The team consisted. of

/°11

representative school board member , administrators, teacher association
leaders, as well as an education ide to the Governor and a university

professor.

2
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Prior to departure for London' the team met- twice to discuss. protocol°
and refine interview questions. Using the broad questions posed above,
the team dev'eloped a more detailed set of questions to guide the interviews.
These questions are shown in Appendix A.

June 9, 1984 the Xeleven member team went to .Great Britain for,

ten days condkicted interviews with governmental off icialS, assoc ation .

leaders, schools administrators .and teachers in Great Britain. We sough
out academics who had studied the4 career ladder system in -Britain or
were in a. position to know about its impact. We visited primary and

® secondary schools that were selected for us by individuals in, Great
Britain to represent both schools where the career ladder was seen to
make a very positive contribution aRat \\to be working well and schools
where the general attitude and morale was low and the ladder didn't
seem to be working well at all. We also took opportunities to 'interact
with groups of educators that were ..kassembled for r pur es so that
we might- probe their experience with the ladder and ca as Wide a net
as possible about the exp,eience with the career ladder.

On return to Utah we began the process of organizing our finilings.
Study team members wrote discussion summary responses to particular
interview questions. We met four separate times in long, afternoon sessions
to discuss individual observations, negotiate cortmon. findings and con-

, clusions, and review and edit draft statements. The findings and conclusions
included in this report are the record of this team effort.

3
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THE BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 1

This section provides a brief overview a the British educational
system? It is at best an introduction to a canplex system and is offered
as backg*round foi the career ladder system employed in Btitish schools. Those
wishing to know more about British eduction are directed tq, the bibliography
at the'end of this repprt.

o The British officially-des "rite their educational sy stem as a "hational
system locally adrninistered."z' This descriptiOn appropriately captures
the extensive sharing of powers and decisions that exists in British
education among central government, local eciNation authorities and
schools. 4.

AI;

11EPARTMENT EDUCATION AND SCIENCE

The DepatitMent of Education and Science (DES) , headed by d cabinet
member, the Secretary. of State for Education and Science, is responsible
for formulatrng 'national policy on education. In many ways it functions

,-as a combined United States Department of Educatidn and state department
of education. The DES plays an influential role in determining teacher..
salaries and general levelg of educational expenditures throughout England.
It sets educational building pond'? ...and approves all school building
projects. The DES is responsible foe the training of all teachers in
England and sets standards for teacher qualification;

There are 105
Wales. They are par
departments of mum
local educatiop aut
by counties and m
the members of- an

LOCAL EDUCATION AUTHORITIES

lqcal education authorities (LEA's) in England anc
fi of 1.oCal government, in effect being the educatiOn
cipalities and counties. The governing body of -t1e

ity is an education conmittee which must be appointed
idipatities with eduCation. a ority. At least tialf
education canmittee must be elected members of the

county, or municipal council. All education committees must also include
members' with Specialized knowledge and experience in education. The
primary administrative -officer on an LEA is the chief education officer
(CEO) . Appointee by the local atithority, the chief education officer
is equivalent to the superintendent of schools in the United States. pEAW,,,,

,function much as local school districts do inikthe Incited Statesti.'1,)`The
are responsible for proViding publicly maintainted schools thOu
their area, 4and for recruiting teachers and paying 'teacher salaries.

1

l'Ittp.term "British" qs used in this report refers'to edudational provisions
in England and Wales. The Scotrish educational system differsi in significant
ways fibm the- one in England and Wales, as does the one in Northern
rteland.
2Deparment of Educafflpn and Sciende, The Educational" Szstekof England
and Wales. London: Her 'Majesty'h Stationery.Office, 1983. PageNt.

4
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ROLE OP THE LOCAL AUTHORITY IN HIRING'ANip SETTING WORINGCONDTONS

Teachers are employed. by the local education authority, .although
hiring of 4#achers is done at the local 'school level, not the local

educatibn althority level.

Working conditions, such as leaves, class size, and length of work
day, are determined at the local education authority level. Often they

are developed in joint consultation with union representatives. Salaries

are set at the national level by the' Burnham committee.
4

,

TeaCher salaries are paid from the local education budget, although,
_salaries are strictly controlled by the Burnham schedule. About half_
the money to pay teachers comes from local property taxes and half from.
the national government.

r-1CHOOGS

Schools in Britain have considerable ldcal autonomy. Each school

has a governing body charged with general direction and curriculum over-
sight. The school governing body, often called school govelpors or just
governors, is made up of 12 to 15 people representing patents (called
parent governors), teachers (called teacher governors), and the local
education authority. Local education authority governors are appointed
by the LEA, must be in a majority, and one of their members must chair

the school governing body. Parent governors are elected by parents
and must have a child in the school to be eligible. Teacher governors

are elected by the staff of the school...

The building administrator in the British 'system is called a bead
teacher or bead master/mistress. The head teacher has the option of

.serving as a member of the governing body. In addition to a head teacher,

all British schools with 51 or more students have at least one deputy
head teacher assigned. Larger schools may have two or three. It is common
practice for head teachers and deputy head teachers to teach part time.

Since neither central government nor local authorities establish
curriculum requirements, schools are expected to set their own curriculum,
select textbooks and make a number of -school, policy decisions normally

made ,,at the, state or school district level in the United States. In
practice, most organizational, curriculum and instructional decisions

p fall.to the head teacher and members of the teaching staff. Most personnel

,decisions are also made at the school. Although technically' employed

by the. LEA, teachers are Selected by *the ,schOol.governors in consultation

with the head teacher. 'Tle governors also select the head teacher.

As most Western democracies, British parents have a choice of

school ypes hey omay send their, children to publicly supported or
"maintained" schooli which are free, or they may choose independent
private or "non maintained" schools which are supported by'fees or endovi-

meas. Parochial schools operated by the Church of England, Raritan Catholic 0

Church or other denaMination may receive state support and are known

5
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as "voluntary" maintained schools. About 32 percent of the maintained
schools in England are voluntary schools; mostly they are Church of
England and Raman ,Catholic schoola. About 94 percent of the students
attend maintained schools.

School atte1dance is compulsory in Britain for all, children between
the ages of five and sixteen.. Education is alsq provided for all between
16 and 19" years of age who Wish it. Typically, a British student enters
a primary school at age 5. At age 11, the student moves to a secondary
school and continues there until reaching the school leaving age of
16. Many secondary schools provide for 16 to 18 or 19 year olds in what
is called a sixth form. In some areas, primary schools are divided into
infant schools (roughly kindergarten through 2nd grade) and junior schools
(roughly grades 3 through 6). Due',,,to reform carried out in the late
1960's, most secondary schools in Britain now are comprehensives. Some
grammar schools' with an academic emphasis and secondary modern schools
with a vocatipnal emphasis remain from' the earlier selective secondary
school practice, however. Some school are still single sex. In all
a British family has a wide variety of ublicly supported school types
from which to choose:

SCHOOL AND CLASS SIZE IN\BRITAIN
. -

As a general rule, British schools are iraller than their American
caunterparts. It is rare for a secondary school to reach an enrollment
of 2,000 studentp in Britain even though it may cover an age span greater
than American high schools.

As they do in the United States, pupil-teachA-ratioS vary considerably

from authority to authority. Smaller and mores rural authorities tend
to have smaller ratios. In 1981, the average pupil-teacher ratio in

England was 19.3 for public elementary and secondaky schools. Elementary

schools. had a ratio, of 22.6 and secondary schools 16.6.

One representative local education authority of about 95,000 pupils
and 4,800 teachers, had an average p pil teacher ratio of 19.9 in, 1984..
Primary schools in this LEA averaged .5 students per teacher and secondary
schools 16.8 students per teacher.

In Britain, head teachers and deputy head teachers are counted
as teachers even though they may not teach full time or have a regular

classroom assignment. Thus pupil-teacher ratios will be lOwer than
actual class sizes. The above LEA surveyed elementary classrooms 'in
1984 and found that they averaged 26.4 students each.

PER-PQPIL EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCAT/gA
P

0 ..
,

Because of the decentrAlization in the British system of education
most expenditure records are kept on a school by school basil and budgeting
is on a school site basis. Expenditures vary considerably both across
and within local education authorities. For example, in 1982/83 expenditure



per pupil. irCelementary schobls varied from 556 pounds to 1025 pounds.
The .average was 649 pounds. In secondary schools during the.same.year
the per pupil expenditure ranged from 748 pounds to 1,127 pounds with
an average of 903 pounds.

TEACHERS' UNIONS

Teachers in Britain.are extensively unionized. Most teachers belong

to the National Union of Teachers (NUT) or-the National Association,
of Schoolmasters/Union of Women Teachers (NAS/UWT). The NUT is the largest'
and oldest of.the teachers' unions, and has its greatest strength among'
elementary school teachers. The NAS/UWP has been the more militant of
the two unions and its membership reflects a high proportion of secondary
school teachers.

Teachers unions in Britain are quite influential in educational
policy, making both at the parliamentary and local authority level.
They are aggressive as well in pursuing job rights for their members. Head
teachers,frequently belong to one of the major teachers' unions and
will usually support their union during job actions.

"PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCHOOLS

It is as difficult to characterize public opinion about Britain's
schools in a few sentences as it is for American public opinion.. Views
vary considerably among parents and taxpayers about school quality,
for example, and head teachers report. that they are giving more time
to community relations in an effort to build positive sentiment. British

parents seem somewhat less critical of schools than American parents
and more willing to,let professionals make most educational decisions.

A



THE BRITISH CAREER LADDER FOR TEAcips
0

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH CAREER LADDER SYSTEM,

The career ladder-, for teachers in Britain' is formally a part of

the teacher salary strOcturee In Great Britain teachers have negotiated

their wages centrally since shortly after World War I. The negotiating

arena is known as the Burnham Committee, named after its first permanent

chairpan, Lord Burnham. Prior to 1944, salaries were negotiated separately

for primary and secondary teachers. With the 1944 Education Act, the

two negotiations were combined to produce a single .wage scale and the

salary awards given statutory force.
w.

The term "career ladder" is not used in Britain to describe their

system of pay scales for teachers. Rather the systemskeferred to

as "Burnham Scale" and career ladder positions are known as "Posts of

Special'Responsibility" or "Scale Posts." The number of scales (steps

in the ladder), total number of scale post positions that will be available,

and the salary scale for each post are negotiated annually in the Burnham

Committee as they have been since before 1944.

The Burnham Scale or ladder has undergone several modifications

during its history. In 1956, the Unit Total System (UTS) was odopted

which it creaSed the difference in pay Oetween secondary and primary

teachers. Reyisions were again made in 19711 and 1974 which somewhat

decreased the primary-secondary differential by changing the age-weighted

points and collapsing the five scales into four. The UTS is described

in more detail further on in the report. The 1971 and 1974 .revisions

also provided head and deputy head teachers with a separate incremental

salary scale. A few years later the five scale range was reestablished

by beginning the senior teacher scale.

STRUCTURE OF THE BRITISH CAREER LADDER

Number of Steps or Categories in the Ladder

There are currently five scales plus'a deputy head teacher

and a head teacher scale in the career ladder structure in Britain.

The first four scales age simply Nnown as 'Scale 1-4; Scale 5 is the

Senior Teacher scalp. Within each kale is a series of pay grades or

increments. Teachers progress through these Pay Increments within a

given scale on the basis of experience. vement up the ladder is treated

'as a job promotion and results only when'la

qo
teacher competes successfully

for a higher scale position.

Job Differentiation in the Ladder

Each person holding a scale poil has a job description specifying

the responsiAlities attached to the post. These will be duties in

addition to normal teaching duties Mich are not usually included in

8
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the post job description. The .significance which is tied to scale post
responsibilities seems to vary. people were interviewed in particular
schools and local authorities where responsibilities were important
and job descriptions taken seriously; others somewhat flagrantly used
a post to move someone up on the salary schedule. In the latter case
the post would be laughingly referred to as "coffee pot washer." It

is difficult to know in what portion of the schools the posts are taken
seriously and in what portion they are not, There are at least some
local education authbrities where posts and jot/ descriptions were taken
seriously throughout. Despite the fact that teacher salaries in Britain
are standardized throughout the country, job descriptions for given
scale posts varied enormously and reflected School`differenceS.'

Jdb descriptions for career ladder positions (scale posts of responsib-
ility) are normally unique to a particular school. Similarities can
and do occur, however. Secondary schools often use their scale 3 and
scale 4 posts for "head of,department" or "head of area." For example,
the job of head of the mathematics department is very similar from one
school to the next. Job descriptions are likely to be more variable
in elementary schools.

Recognizing that job descriptions do vary considerably among schools,
some typical responsibilities for the various scales are listed below
as a point of reference:

A scale 1 teacher is a beginning teacher who may help with
the development of curriculum and the ge ral organization of the
school. The main function of a scale 1 cher isIto'teach.-

A scale 2 teacher is more involved in curriculum. This person
has more responsibility and may be in charge of curriculum guidelines,
goals and budget.

A scale 3 position is Visually occupied by a department head
or a person in charge of a subject area. - This person may have
responsibility in a small school which' would be equivalent to the
responsibility of a scale 4 in a large school.

A scale 4 post is occupied by a department head in 0 large
department or a head of faculty. This person may be in charge
of the stock of materials, staff development and/or the syllabus
'for the department. In a small school, the scale 3 person might
have some of these responsibilities.

The senior teacher is higher than scale 4 on the salary schedule.
This person, while still a classroom teacher, often has significant
responsibilities in the School. A senior teacher may be head of
a lower or upper school in a secondary school or in charge of testing
and measurement.

Job descriptions are developed at.the school level. Often they

are written by the head teacher in consultation with he chairman of

9
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the school governors. In some local education authorities the senior
inspecton or other officer will'review job descriptions .and recommend
changes. The job description is the basis of4position advertisements
placed in the national press and also the basis for the development
of hiring criteria. The higher the scale post, the more scrutiny it
is likely to receive from the governors and inspectors.

Pax Structure within the Ladder

SALARY SCHEDULE

The Burnham Scale of Salaries or salary schedule looks very much
like a typical U. S. salary schedule first glance. There are five
columns representing the five scales. Within each scale (column) is

a range of salary amounts that may be earned depending on incremental
.points which usually represent credited years of service but may reflect
other experience. Teachers normally progress through the salary range
in the scale until they reach the top salary or are promoted to the
next scale. If they are pr9moted to the next scale, they will receive
the next highest salary plus one increment. The 1983-84 Burnham, schedule
is shown in Table 1.

The salary range on the 1983-84 Burnham schedule ranges from 5,178
pounds sterling to a maximum of 12,744 you s, or a ratio of about 2.5
to 1 from lowest to highest. Only a small ercent of.teachers benefit
from the higher salaries, however, as less than 2% of the teaching work
force "are senior teachers. United States dollar conversions are shown
below the British wages for comparison.'

UNIT TOTAL SYSTEM FOR ALLOCATING POSTS

The Burnham unit total system (UTS) was developed in order to provide
pirticular levels of salaries and the desired numbers of promotion posts
in .different types and sizes of schools. The Burnham Committee sets
certain guidelines for the local education authorities to follow.

Students are assigned age-weighted units, from which a total ide
calculated for each school. Students Under 14 years of age count 2
units, 14 year olds count 3 units, 15 year. olds 4 units, 16 year olds
6 units and students who are 17 or older count 8 units. For primary
schools, student enrollment is multiplied by two to obtain the unit
total since all students are.under 14 years of age. In secondary schools,
students in each age category must be counted, multiplied, by the appropriate
weight, and added together.

The unit total determines the Burnham grouping to'which each school
will belong. A school's group assignment determines the highest scale
teacher that the school may hire, the number of scale posts in pheschool,
and the salary of head and deputy head teachers.

In national Burnham 'negotiations a point score range is assigned
to each unittotal group. Local education authorities may fix the actual

10
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Table 1

Burnham Scale of Salaries
for .1983,1984

Incremental Scales
Point 1 2 3 4 Senior Teacher

0
t5,178

$ 7,249

5,949.

.8,329

7,359

10,303

8,754

12,256

9,435
.a'

13,209

1
. 5,418

1

6,174 7,617 9,132 9,789

$ 7,585 ' .8,644 10;664 12,785 13,705

2
i 5,598 6,405 7,878 9,435 10143

$ 7,837 8,967 11,029 13 209 14,200
. :

3
i 5,778 6,636 8,142 9,789 10,497

$ 8,089 9,290 11,399 13,705 14,696

4
j; 5,949 6,879 .8,454 10,143 10,851

$ 8,329 9,631. 11,836 14,200 15,191

5
6,174 7,119 8,754 10,497 11,352

$ 8,644 9,967 12,256 14,696 15,893

6
i 6,405 "7,359 9,132 10,851 11,763

$ 8,967 10,303 12,785 15,191 16,468

7
t 6,636 .7,617 9,435 11,352 12,333

$ 9,290 10,664 . 13,209 15,893 17,266

8 .i 6,879 7,878. 9,789 11,763 12,744

$ 9,631 11,029' 13,705 16,468 17,842

9
. 7,119 8,142 10,143

$ 9,967 11,399 14,200

10
f; 7,359 '' -8,454 10,497

$ 10,303 11,836 14,696

11
i 7,617 8,754

$ 10 664 12,256,

12
7,878, i 9,132

$ 11;029 12,785

13
g- .8 142

$ 11,399 ,

exchange rate $1.40 s. 141

11
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e 4
point score anywhere in this range. The point score determines the
scale posts below deputy head available to a given school that falls
in the unit total grouping. The head teacher can determine how to divide
up the points awarded to the school.

For example, anjelementary school with 260 students has a unit
total of 520 (each student under 14 hat'a weight of two) and`falls within
the 501 to 600 unit total grouping. A school in this grouping has a
point score range of 5-8 and a highest post of scale 3. The local education

authority fixes the point score sOmewhere within the point score range
specified by the Burnham committee. One shire countyeducation authority
we studied fixes the point score for schools, in the 501 to 600 unit
total group at 5. Thus our elementary school with 260 students would
have 5 points to use toward scale posts. Scale 2 posts count one against
the point total, scale 3 posts count two, and scale 4 posts Count three.
The total points used in scale posts may not exceed the point score
nor the highest scale allowed. Thus our example, school wit1 a scale

3 limit may have two scale 3 posts and one scale. 2 post. More likely

it will have three scale 2, pOsts and one scale 3 post or even five scale
2 posts. All of these scale combinations require five points.

A larger elementary school of 525 students 'in the same shire county
has an approved point score of 12 within the Burnham point score range
of 11-21 and a highest scale of 3. Such a school could haVe a combination

of scale 2 and.scale 3tiposts up 'to,the 12 point limit.

In practice the number of upper scale posts is severely limited.
In'1983 only 10% of the teachers were in scale 4 and senior teacher
(scale 5) posts. Nearly all scale 3, 4, and 5 posts are in secondary
schools. Teacher distributions for scale posts are showd in Table 2.

if

Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF FULL TIME ELEMENTARY AND 4'

SECONDARY TEACHERS BY SALARY SCALES IN 1983

No. %age

Scale 1 120,873 33.6

Scale 2 132,860 36.9

Scale 3 70,168 19.5

Scale 4 .
28,966 8.1

Senior Teachers 6,856 1'.9

359,72 igET.
ch

1. .

Promotion on the Ladder

The main criterion for promotion is how well an applicant fits
.the job. .A school advertises an opening, reviews papbrs and interviews

12
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candidates. The most satisfactory candidate is hired. The confidential
report (letter of recommendation) from a ,candidate's head teacher is
an important part of the hiring,decision.

Teaching performance is considered only as it is reflected in confi-
dential recommendations from head teachers or inspectors. There is
no systematic provision for performance evaluation in the British educational
system.

A promotion is analogous to being hired for a job, and the procedure
is similar. After the job is advertised, the head teacher, chairman
of governors and possibly the area inspector screen applicants on the
basis of vita and'letters of recommendation. Five candidates are then
interviewed by the same committee. The final decision rests with the
governors, although the governors would not appoint someone against
the objections of the head teacher.

Although teachers will be consulted or involved sometimes during
screening and interviews, usually they are not; There is no systematic
way for peers to affect promotion decisions. Two, teachers do sit on
the governing board in every school and therefore do have a voice in
hiring decisions.

Except for violations of the law or. professional conduct, appointments
to scale posts are permanent as long as the teacher remains, at the school.
Post appointments are not transferable to other schools, even .those

9- within the same district. HoWever, a teacher may competitively apply
for a scale post at the same or higher level at another school. Teachers`
who hold scale posts are "safeguarded" meaning they will be paid for
that post even if the school loses the right to the post due to enrollment
declines.

BRITISH EXPERIENCE. WITH THE CAREER ;ADDER

The Ladder from the Teachers' Viewpoint

TEACHER SATISFACTION WITH THE LADDER

Most teachers in England seem to support the career ladder system.
The career ladder promotes satisfaction by providing a way in which
teachers can participate in a variety of instruction and management
roles. In addition, the career laddertias provided promotional opportunities
which give teaching a greater career orientation.

0

On the other hand, morale among British teachers is low. Teachers
receiv, low pay in comparison to other professional occupations (the

police are better paid', for example). Due to declining enrollment,
.fewer promotional opportunities are, available. Some teachers feel
that they should receive promotions on the basis of good teaching alone,
not for taking on additional responsibilities. Other teachers complain
that primary schools have fewer upper scale posts.0 In spite of these
complaints, most professionals interviewed said they would not want

13.



to change the 'Burnham system except to correct for the negative effects
of declining enrollments.

TEACHERS' VIEWS OF PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES

Teachers view their positions on the scale in varying ways. Many
teachers are sa isfied with their scale level and are not expectiog
to be promoted. Primary schools are small, therefore, there are few
upper scale post . .However, a large number of women elect to teach
in the primary grades and seem content to remain in a scale 1 or 2 position.
This may be because there are not as many promotional possibilities
at the primary level. Also, married women whose husbands provide the
primary income are unlikely to be mobile enough to seek promotions In
distant locations.

Many .other teachers are career-oriented and are openly seeking
advancements. They plan to move,frequently'in order to'achieve higher
posts more, quickly. These feathers may have greater commitment to their
professiional career than to apy school. It is necessary for career- oriented.
.teachers to acquire many and varied experiences in order to obtain good
recommendations for promotion a lications. Women who are mobile can
often obtain head teacher positions because there are affirmative action
pressures in Britain as there are in' the United States and fewer women
apply.

There are also teachers who are not satisfied with their present
positiOn, but who have little opportunity for promotion. Some teachers
were not given promotions for which they applied.. Competition for promotions
has been intensified by declining enrollments and the fact that central
government has decreased its financial support to schools due to a poor
national economy. Furtherscontractions in British education will almost
certainly result in more disappointed aspirants.

Promotional opportunities are available for teachers who are willing
to move frequently and who seek a Wide range of ext*iences. In secondary
schools especially, teachers who seek promotions must assume' responsibility

0 for clubs, student counselling,-activities, curriculum and scheduling.
Teachers *11 sometimes make a lateral. move in order to gain additional
experience. No additional education is "required for promotion to any
post although gradime education may improve the chance for promotion
in some cases. Head teachers to encourage and help teachers who want
promotions. Teachers who apply for promotion and who are not selected
often try to improve their attractiveness by acquiring a broader range
of experience through different instructional and management assignments.

APPEAL PROCEDURES

There are no formal provisions for teacher appeal Iromotion decisions
to an, outside or independent body. Teachers can appeal to the Board
of Governors, but usually do not. This is partly because'teachers feel
that the system is basically fair and partly because there is little
motivation among teachers to "make waves" because future applications

14
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for promotion might be negatively affected. Teachers in Britain can
always avail themselves of the courts if they feel they.have peen discrim-
inated- against.

LADDER EFFECTS ON TEACHER COOPERATION

It is sometimes assumed that career ladders will disrupt constructive
work* relationships among teachers. As teachers compete for.pramotion,.
they may be reluctant to share ideas and work together for fear of aiding
a potential competitor. In general we did not find that career ladders
directly reduced teacher collaboration in Britain. Many professionals
feel, that the competition for posts and difference in pay among post
holders does not affeCt sharing larmmg-teachers because the career ladder
system is "a way of life" to which British teachers have become accustomed.
In the primary schools we visited, teachers seem to share ,a cloSeness
and work cooperatively. It should be remembered, however, that nearly
all primary teachers are in scale 1 or 2 posts and ,the differences in
salary areksmall.

At the secondary level, the situation is more complex wi greater
range of scale posts and greater competition for pramotiong. Though
iQgeneral we didn't find teachers refusing' to collaborate because of
ladder incentives, the situation was not always positive. Some teachers,
who were trying to advance, did notwent to share their.ideas unless
they received recognition. In some schools, some teachers felt strongly
that since department heads were paid to do extra work teachers should
not help with this work uniess.,they personally benefitted.

C titve strains and discontent with the system seem to be greatest
in sc ols where there was an expectation that promotions will go to
teach rs already at the school, i.e., will be tilled from within. Where
scale post promotions don't normally come from within, as is true'in
most primary schools, teachers seem.to share materials and ideas freely

order to help each other advance to new posts.

LADDER EFFECTS ON TEACHER/HEAD TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS

The ladder affects work relationships bete/eery teachers and. head
teachers in several ways. Since head teachers had ,to work their way
up through the scales they often remember the value of advice and help
0../en them. To move up, teachers need opportunities to develop skills
that will make them successful campetitors. Head teachers can and do
provide 'such opportunities for teachers.on their staffs. In this context,
the relationship between the had and,the,teachers often takes the form
of a /mentorship. Head teachers frequently advise teachers who aspire
to higher scale posts of vacancies. Often they will call colleagues
with advertised vacancies to recommend a member of their staff, They

write recommendations and otherwisesponsor teachers.

AnOther way the ladder affects head teacher/teacher work relationships
is through the sharing of responsibilities and the team management that
develops in school. Teachers share responsibility for curriculum with

15



deputy heads. Inservice and extra-curricular responsibilities are planned
and carried out-cooperatively. Tasks are rather broadly shar-i. n the
Btitish school system:,, Most' head teachers and 'deputies con. nue to
teach, and in many schools scale 3 and 4 to hers assume sam tasks
that would be classified as "administrative" in American schools.

THE'EADDER AND JOB CHOICES.

10
The ladder definitely affects teacher decisions about wh re to

work and h6w long to stay. If a teacher' aspires'to ark upper sc po-t
or administrative position (head or deputy head teachdrr,
ant that the resume reflect a variety of responsibilities hOld in diff en

school settings, although there did not appear to be aillbest" pat ern
of employment for promotion. Because responsibilities 'vary enormously,
from school to school, it would be difficult to predict jupt what respon-
sibilities a 'teacher coda hold during a ,career. It i probably, fair
to' say that teachers seek scale pot opportunities which confarm.to
their own career aspirations. For example, a teacher whoi is interested
in developing mathematics curriculum would likely not apply for a scale
post which,focused on counselling young 'girls in a give grade level.
Ideally, a balance exists between-the needs of a school a d the talents
of teachers in the school.

Inmost instances upper scale,posts do represent signifi6nt leadership
'positions within the school. Teachers who hold these postsiseem conscious
of their leadership role in developing quality.

Administrative and Governance Consideratio

STAFF SELECTION PROCEDURES

I

The officers involved in promotion decisions w 11 vary to some
degree by the level of scale post under consideratio For promotions'
to scale 2 posts the decision seems to be confined to the building,
most likely the head teacher and the school governors. For scale 3
and above posts, a member of the local education authority inspectorate
is likely to give advice on applicants.

Technically, teachers'are employed by the loc education authority,
although in practice hiring of teachers -is do - at the local school
level, not the local education authority level Job., descriptions are

prepared.at the school level. Head teachers and school governors interview

candidates and offer employment.

Thp local education authority has a indirect check on hiring/
however. Often an area inspector will parti ipate in candidate screenings.

Furthermore, a. majority of.the school t.vernors are appointed by the
° county council in its capacity as a d strict board of education. The

chairmanof the governors must always a council appointed member.
0

Hiring / promotion (i.e., staff electiqn) decisions generally follow
this schedule:
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40.

a.

c.

d.

e.

i

Vacancy is create either wby resignation,. growth or when the

local educationiI a4hority created another position.

.

The head teacher, Ai consultation with the chairman of governors__

and perhaps local ibspector,,,develops the job. description. .

Position is nationally advertised.

1

if

Head and loc llinspector (elpecially scale 83 upward) develop
a.candidatejist (utually.1) fram applications.

The governors intePiew the candidates and make their selection.
The head teacherland, inspector will 'give professional advice

A 4i
to governors. .

In some local thorities, ii-4description is not acceptable,

the position may held up. The advice and recommendation of the head
teacher tends to be important in the decision-making.

ADMINISTRATORS-AND TiAoktRiVALUATION

There is"no formal, regular eva4uation of British school teachers.
They receive promotions through competitive interviews. The school '.

governors make decisions on o receives each new'po.st, although' the

recommendation (confidential r port) ok the head teacher is. a key part
of the decision. Even though -evaluation is not do ucted through a
formalized set of procedures, t achers are evaluated k ormally by head

',I

teachers. Evidence of the eval ation can be fodnd 1-1 ecommendations

written by head teachers for to hers applying for a ne post, or by

observing which teachers arebhighl regarded and given increased respon-.

sibilities in the school. Student achievement is not used to evaluate

teachers.
\ '

CARtER LADDER EFFECTS ON HEAD TEACHER

Head teachers are part of the 's

up the scale posts to become, a head
emphasis on formal administrative trait
as they move up the scales. EaCh seal
which prepares the person to blecome a
and deputy head still teach,but,on 0 lim

zed'

pol

(I

ti

ale post system, and.must advance
teacher. Because there is less
ing, people learn administration
has increased responsibilities,
head teacher. Thee head teacher
ted basis. By Americah standards;
head teacher, although subject

nd personnel matters, has great
A

the British system is decentral
to the school governors on mos
a6ton frofifrom the central offic

Cy

MA y oVt.he----jobs-whiekv-rae usu 1I

to the teachers in scale post pos tions n
support is lacking tin British pools

duties whidi are, usually done by lerk-tit

y done by' a U.S. principal fall

the British system. Secretarial

and teachers assume many of the
ists.

Overall, the scale post *stem
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Ve more curriculum respondibility thana scale 4 in another school.
The degte of responsibility varies from school to, school and scale
post to scale post. 'The higher the scale post, the greater the respon-

within a given school.

:'Since the schools are decentralized and there is no standardized
curriculal, each school may decidenon the aflocation of responsibilities.
,Job descrePtions for scale poptR ate usually written ead teacher;

ect to approval by the school governors ',,and area ins ctors. In

gfish system of scale posts, certain types of jobs- associated

with` scale or ladder that teachers are on. ,§ecause there are no
Standard id) descriptions, each head teacher cars tailor a description,
to the needs o a icular school. It is understood that a job description
may be tend from tame to time by the incumbent and the head
teacher. .

. .

No Special .managerial'ordministrative training or sChoo4ng is
required of the head teacher. On-the-job training is the most common
form of. training as a person world% ,up through the ranks. Hpwever, some
teachers enroll in g4raduaeb training tp enhance their chances'qfpromftion.

,
0

REMOVAL OF INEFFECTIVE TEACHERS a , 44%

As noted, the BritistsystemAacks'any formalized tolacherievaluatiod

procedure. Teacher8 or heads that, are ineffective-.cannothe removed
except fore criminal 'conduct or breaches of Rrofessional standards.
However, despite the lack'ofjormal mechanisms for-termination, teachers
can be informally pressured to resign. An ineffective teacher may be
'!called, in" by the head:teachet. 'If that.does not bring about desired.
changes in behavior, the teacher may. be "called in" bythe school governors.

Teadhers may resign rather than be 'called in" a second time..,

In the early 1960s c& 1970s; teachers,wexe'm&ed up .the scale
posts,rapidly which ena led same ineffective personnel to remain on
the.staff. The promotion system of scale post positions was to. provide
teacher incentive and initiative. HoweVer, once some. of the teachers
received their scale posts, they eventually lost their initiative and
incentive. Since in Britain, teachers are neither demoted nor evaluated,
these ineffective people are financially secure 'on their-scale posts.
This causes teachers to be disillusioned' with the system.

Career and Occupational Impacts .

...,Teachers may enter teaching in three ways:

a. They may take aiihree year teacher training course at a teacher
training college and receive a certificate.

b. They may take a university baccalaurate degree and then take
,a one year teaching course,which leads to a certificate.

c. In_some casesilniversrty graduates may be certificated- directly
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without taking the fifth year% These teachers are known as'
"unqualified."

We were not able to determine whether the career ladder affects
,career entry decisions., Because the'career ladder 'system ip so ,much.
taken for granted in Britain, no one has bothered to estimate its impacts
on career choices.

The ladder does seem to t decisions once people are in the
occopation..Most. teachers we interviewed had developed career goals
and could talk about their plans for the next several years-. Same had
decided not to peek promotion and could give retsons for their decision..
It may have been that they didn't want tomo0e, perhaps they didn't
want. to, take additional responsibilities, or didn't feel persona
qualified. Those whehad set their sights on higher scale. post Old
describe the steps they.were taking to prepare themselves for promotion
competitions. They had appraised their own strengths and were working
to correct perceived weaknesses. Some weresenrolled.in graduate programs,
others' were yolluntarily engaged in apprentice-like assignments in their
present schoolb to learn new skills.

. We also found that inability to -advance was-a major source of dissatis-
faction among teachers; promotion successes may be therefore, a source
of satisfiction and a motivator to stay, in teaching. Teachers who get
promoted have had to demonstrate ability, so presumably competent teachers
achieve promotiop to higher scale posts. Thus, it seems likely Oat
the British system, may encgurage .good teachers and they maybe more
likely. to remain.

The system is very weak, however, when it 'comes to weeding out
ineffective teachers. Because-there is little chance of deMotion, teachers
may teach a high scale post, tire and bedame ineffective, yet remain
in that post.

Other Impacts{

PUBLIC INTEREST IN THE 'LADDER

Thy Oritish.career ladder seems not to be of great concern to patrOns
and the general public. Generally parents are unaware of the scale teachers
have obtained; therefore, they do n9t request teachers on the basis
of. scales. As they s po standardized testing, it would be difficult
to determine if st is gain more because they hive a higher scale
teacher.

9

ASSIGNMENT PRIORITIES

Upper scale:teachers do receive special conftideration in assignment
of classes!. .In larger schools the department heads make the assignments
and scale 1 and 2 teachers get the less desirable classes tO -teach.,
In the smaller schools the head teachers make the teaching assignments,
but again the newer or scale 1 teachers are less likely to be favored.
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE BRITISH CAREER LADDER

Schools in Great Britain have considerable autonomy and vary greatly
in the way provisions of the career ladder' are implemented. British
schools are allowed- to design curriculum; choose textbooks and, within
general staffing guidelines. and budgets, recruit and select staff.
There are no district wide or.national student competency orygraduation
requirements. There ,is no standardized achievement testing program and,
except for 'concerns with the national exams taken college bound 16
and 18 year olds", British schools are free to set curriculum standards
and achievement goals. Schools can and do use career ladder posts differ-,1
ently and this leads to variability,in the -distribution of responsibilities '

among .schools. Teachers' commitment to the career ladder also seems',
affectpd by the way positions are used.

The differentiated ,staffing arrangement' employed in Britain. is
a. ladder that emphasizes growth anti career development. Promotions are
relatively permanent, and are won on the basis of cdkacity for,additional
job responsibility. Presumably each promotion results' in a new challenge
and successive positions carry increased leadership responsibilty and
greater salary. Although teachers must, compete for promotions, the British
career ladder is.not a-merit pay system. Promotions are based largely
on readiness to assume additional leadership responsibilities,

The British career ladder contains powerful incentives for teathers.
Teachers plan their careers around the possibility,for promotion and.
prepare for the responsibilities that are commonly associated with higher
level jobs. Often they make career moves to gain cprtain skills or have
ttitopportunity to undertake certain responsibilities'. A further indication
of the power of the ,career ladder is the fact t teachers complain.
bitterly about-"promotion blockages" due to declii goprollments and
funding cutbacks.

The career ladder system in itain encourages teacher mobility.
Teachers In BritaRTmove among rkplapes more frequently than their'
U. S. counterparts. Several feat res in the career ladder system seem
responsible for this higher ''mobility. First 440achers in Britain are
all paid on the same salary schedule and thuf sefer no financial penalty
in moving to another position. Second, career ladder posts ch individual
schools are filled through open competition, Position vacancies are
advertised nationally and successful applicants oftet come from another
school or school district. The belief amonvteachers is that promotion
will be more rapid if you are willing to move. Third, teachers move
laterally to iMprole promotion prospects. They seek learning opportunities
and experiences that will mIke, them 'more, attractive candidates when
they seek-a higher scalegoost. ,

g

The career 'ladder cultivates instructional leidership and/develo sn

commitment to'spiow ovement. Teachers learn IngltructionaIlea PgiNE90
4 taking. Increasing varied responsibility as they move through
:scke'posts. By the time they become assistant principals or principals
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they have held a succession of posts requiring them to give leadership
and direction to several curriculum areas or to increasinglY large work
groups within° the school. The career ladder brings about a sharing of
leadership functions within the school. Those sharing in the leadership
develop a sense of ownership of the department or school program and
show concern about instructional quality. In many schools we found,
teachers very aware of and concerned with the work of colleagues. There
was often a sense oflargency about improving curriculum and instruction
".in the school. In theseschoolsteachers shared ideas freely and coached
one another to improve Instruction.

- 4

°The career ladder allows leadership responsibilities to be divided
and perhaps done more completely and efficiently. Because' curriculum
and staff development !unctions are shared among a fairly large number
of teachers, attention was more focused and the task was often done

,---/\_ more satisfactorily. Becauae they were relieved of some tasks, principals
had more time to devote to instructional leadership and, in most cases,

A time to teach.

'0

Each school:can tailor career ladder posts to school program needs
and recruit staff according' to those needs. Each school has a quota
of career ladder positions which are determined by an age/size weighted
formula. Schools prepare their own job desdriptions for each career
'ladder position which ,are used to recruit and select candidates for
each vacancy. The freedom to recruit and select staff forces principals
and teachers in schools to define their personnel needs and allows staffing
decisions to 'satisfy those ,needs. Most schools take this opportunity
seriously, and work to recruit and select staff..whp will strengthen
the faculty and lead to school improvement. In some schools, however,
job descriptions and selection of staff are not taken as seriously. In,
these schools ,career ladder posts. may be trivial and not contribute
to school mission accomplishment.

The British formula for distributing career ladder poses provides
fewer career o ortUnities for teachers in el. =star schools. Career

er pos tions are a located to schools on the bas s of an age/size
weighted formula.,'Each school has a certain number of "points" which
determine the career ladder positions available to the school. These

points are determined by totaling the unit (age weighted) values of
each student enrolled in the school. Students under 14 count 2 units,
.14 year olds count 1 units, 15 year olds 4 units, 16 year olds count
6 units and those 17 and older count 8 units. The unit total for' a large
secondary school is therefore much greater than for a small elementary.
school. Unit totals determine both.the highest post in a school, and
the' number of posts. Scale 2 is the highest post,: below deputy head
teacher available in most elementary schools, whill secondary schools
usually have scale 4 posts available.

Teacher performance is' not systematically evaluated in British
school's.' Teachers who are promoted through the system of career ladder
posts are evaluated by principals and,inspectola, but those evaluations

are'highly subjective and are forwarded only dok"confidential reports",
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: $ usually not available to the teacher. Reactions to the .reliance on
confidential reports is mixed. Many teachers, union leaders, adminis-
trators and government officials believe that a more regular,, objective
system of teacher assessment is needed in Britain.

Outstanding_teacbers who are unwillin to assume additional responsibil-
ities or who are unable o control mo bility do not benefit directly,
from the British career 1 der system. Although it Is most often'the
case that one must be a ood teacher to be promoted, it is .not true
that all good teachers,g t promoted. Promotion in the; British system
is accompanied by the assumption of additional responsibilities, i.e.,
it results in a "new" (or at least modified) job. Teachers who are
dbntent to be good classroom teachers and who do not seek extra duties
will not be promoted on the career ladder. Because proastiont are compet-
44tive, teachers 'who are unable to pursue posts in otger locations bre
restricted opportunities. "Since most promotions in elementary schoibls
and many promotions An.secondary schools go to outsiders, insiders may
have a long wait for(a promotion. Forced mobility where a teacher moves
to accompany a spouse is also a problem as there are no guarantees that
a similar post will be available in the new location. Thus some scale
4 teachers must take scale 2 positions in a new location.

O Cr
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THE BRITISH LADDER AND:AMERICANISCHOOLP
1

We undertook this study to find out about the effects of career
ladders. Utah and other states had become intereSted in the career ladder
as a major reform. It is hoped by many that prOmotion and salary
incentives in a career ladder will rejuvenate the teaching work force
and lead to overall educational improvement./

There aresubstantial risks in pursuing large scale career ladder
reforms, however, simply because so little is known about short.and
longterm effects. Policy makers are rightfully reluctant to put large .

of tax revenue into programsrthat may not succeed or may be
counterproductive over time. This study was undertaken to try to provide
information that would reduce the uncertainty about career ladders.

The focus of the study was, the career ladder that has been in use
in Britain for,more than forty years. We found in Britain a five step
teacher career ladder that uses a job enlargemerit design. As teachers

,win promotion, they assume additional duties which go with their new
position. The selection mechanism is competitive application. lreachers
apply for scale posts which represent a promotion and compete with others
who seek the same post. Norms of open competition, need to always select
the most qualified'applicant regardless of current work location, and
teacher work force mobility appear to reinforce the processt Although
the British career ladder is not without flaws, it seemsito work reasonably
well in Britain.

CAN THE BRITISH'CAREER LADDER BE ADOPTED BY U.S.SCHOOL DISTRICTS?

Structures and systems always reflect their cultural setting to
some degree. Certainly the British teacher career ladder reflects cultural
attitudes toward schooling apd teachers. For instance, the British have
a fiercely independent spirit when it comes to individual and local
matters. .1114s stubborn independence is sametimes referred to. as "bloody-
mindedness'." British schools reflect this independence in their autonomy
and diversity. In the United States we are much more corporate minded
when it comes to the management local public school's. We stress efficiency
and scale, and rely on centralized dedision making to get results.
Our school systerrCoperate with strong tchoo,1 boards and central office
staffs; our schools are directed and closely monitored by this central .

structure. This corporate view may also partly explain why American
school principals function asimiddle managers while British head"teachert
function as instructional leaders.

In light of these cultural differences, it would be wrong to assume
that the British career ladder could be copied directly and would work
exactly the same in U. S. schools. It seems unlikely that local school
boards in the U. S. will,voluntarily abandon their traditional role
and delegate significant'personnel and curriculum authority to individual
schools, for instance. Yet in significant ways, the British carper
ladder fits into", and reinforces a pattern of local school autonomy.

4ft
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Even though some aspects of the British career ladder for teachers
may be culturally dependent, that is not to say that the ladder is totally
culture bound. The British constructed the ladder. They continue to
modify it from time to time. British educators and politicians had
options for organizing pay scales and jot, assignments of teachers; they
chose the ladder from among them. As a constructed reality, the ladder,
or parts of It, may be expected to be transportable. We can also compare
it with other constructed realities, and draw conclusions about its
effects.

CAN A CAREER'LADDER IMPROVE TEACHING?

It appears that a, career ladder of the type used in Britain can
have a positive impact on teaching quality. A pattern of differentiated
positions has been successful in providing career qgportunities to teachers'
in'Britain, and probably has contributed in significant ways to the
improvement of education in that country. There are many advantages
to a career ladder program with differentiated responsibilities in Merican.
schools.

a. Teachers with proven ability can be placed in leadership posi-

Itions. These teachers can be models and mentors to younger
teachers and can promote better teaching general. They

can be a significant force in developing good, workable curriculum .

that will enhance student learning..

b. The career ladder can be an effective leadership development
device. Not only will there be a significant cadre of teachers
in leadership positions in each school, but principals and
assistant principals will be better prepared for their roles
through experiences they will have received moving up the
career ladder before becoming administrators.

c. Because leadership functions are more widely shared in the
school, more teachers have a stake in school performance.
More people are directly involved in school improvement activities.

d. Ther4 is opportunity and incentive for teachers to grow, to
develop new skills, to accept new challenges. Although the

career ladder is not a cure-all for teacher burnout, it certainly
can reduce it.

e. To the exteht.that the career ladder ceig'make teaching a more
challenging and rewarding occupation, i can become a powerful
incentive to attract and retain qualified People in the profession.,

The career ladder has survived a long while in Britain. It certainly

seems to have qualities which justify experimentation with it in the
United StateS. The risks in such experimentation appear manageable.
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BRITISH CAREER LADDER STUDY

InforMation Categories and Questions

I. History of British Career LadderSystem

A. When was the.career ladder concept first implemented?

B. Why did thecareer ladder come'in'to use?

C. What modificatiOns havebeen made.inthe ladder?

II. Structure of the British Career Ladder

A. How many steps or categories in the ladder?

B. Job differentiation in the ladder

1. Are different duties or expectations attached to different
steps, i.e., are there different job descriptions for each
step in the ladder?

2. Are job descriptions for each step alike across schools?,
.across education authorities?

3. How are job descriptions developed?

C. Pay structure within the ladder

1. What are pay provisions
differentials? What is

2. What are pay provisions
scale within each step?

ti

across steps? How big are step:*
the pay spread across the system?

within each step? Is therea wage
If so, how is progression determined?

3. Does training and/or experience affect pay?

D. Quotas in.the ladder

1. Are there limits on the number' of teachers who can hold
a given ladder position, e.g. quotas?

How are quotas determined?

3. How are career ladder positions allocated within,authorities?
Within schools?
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E. Promotion on the ladders

1. What criteria are used for promotion?
2. Is merit or performance considered? If so, how is it measured?

3. Who makes promotion dedisions?

4. Is there.provision for peer input?

5. What provisions are made for appeals? Can a teacher appeal
a promotion decision?

6. Is "demotion" possible? Does it ever happen? Are promotions
permanent?

F. Econdmic considerations

1. How is the ladder funded?

2. How does the ladder affect the overall cost of education?

III British experience with the career ladder.

A. The ladder from the teachers viewpoint

1. How does the ladder affect teacher satisfaction? What is
the general, level of morale among British teachers? WoUld
they keep the Burnham system if they could do otherwise?

2. Which teachers are motivated to seek higher ladder posts?
Do administrators enourage some teachers to seek higher
posts? How are they encouraged? What do they do to prepare
fbr higher posts?

3. How do teachers view promotion decisions? Are promotions
'generally seen as being deserved?

4. How does the ladder affect the way teachers work together?
Does the difference in pay or status hinder sharing and
cooperative work relationships? DO teachers withhold ideas
or information from others to gain a promotion edge?

5
1

How does the ladder affect the way principals and teachers
work together?

6. Does the ladder affect teacher decisions about where to
work and how. long to stay? Is there A "best" pattern of
employment for those who what to reach the up0er scales?

7. How do teaches on 064..lowest scale feel about theit status
and work in the school?
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Do teachers on the upper reaches of the scale as ume greater'
responsibility for school quality? Do they acti ely concern
themselves with issues-of the professiOn?

B. The ladder from the adminiStratOrs viewpOint

1. Which administrators are involved in promotion decisions?
What role do chief education officers and inspectors play?
Are head teachers constrained in hiring /promotion decisions?

2. What measures or evaluation tools are used to make decisions'
about ladder placement? Are they the same measures used
for general evaluation of teacher performance? Is student
outcom a factor? 9

3. How does the ladder affect the job of the building administrator?
0

4. What things do scale 30. and 5. teachers do that would ordinarily
be done by a principal In a U. S. school? (Curriculum develop-

ment, staff development, supervision, facilities management).

5. Do head teachers seem to delegate certain jobs to upper
scale teachers?

6. Does the head teacher define the job of upper scale teachers,
especially the non-teaching responsibilities?

7. What special training do,head teachers get to help them
with management, particularly regarding career ladder related
decisions and actions?

8. Do.administrators feel that there is less "dead wood" in
British schools because of the c(reer ladder? Can they

use the career ladder toe encourage certain teaching behaviors?

C. Career and occupational impacts

1. Is there any evidence that
choice in Britain? What
who elect teacher training

2. How does the career ladder
of the teaching force? Do
because of the opportunity

D. Other imp its

..

ladder affects occupational'
ucational backgrounds do students

have?

affect the quantity abd/or quality
people elect to stay in teaching,
to move up?

1. How much do patents consider scale of teacher? Do they
request a higher scale teacher for their children?

2, lto'upper scale teachers receive special consideration in

assignment of classes? Extra, non-ladder duties?.
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3., Can the career ladder be related to student 'outcomes in
any way? Do teachers or'adminis rators think it affects
student learning?

IV Context

A. What are pupil-teacher ratios generally?

.B. How much is spent annually to educate one student (per- pupil,
expenditure)?

C, What are public attitudes toward schools?

D. What is the function of,the Local Education Authority, in hiring ?.
Working conditions?

'28.
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